
User experience design
Or, “How to love your users without being all weird about it”



What is user experience?



Let’s talk about defects first

Developers have a technical understanding of 
“bugs”: implementations that do not match the 
specification.

End users aren’t so technical though, and don’t 
know what the software should be doing.

End users simply know that “this software 
doesn’t do what I want.”

How can we better understand what a user 
wants before delivering software?



Heros that have come before us

Henry Dreyfuss

Author of Designing for People, 
1955

Don Norman

Author of The Design of 
Everyday Things, 1988

Frederick Winslow Taylor

Author of The Principles of 
Scientific Management, 1911



Systems in service of their users

The common thread of these individuals isn’t software.

It’s in their focus on humans over systems.

User experience design is about building systems that focus on the problems that 
people have.



“I thought it was just about making things pretty”

The field of UX covers a broad range of 
topics, including visual design.

Appearance is an important factor of 
usability, but must be considered 
alongside many other objectives.

Remember Flash websites? That’s what 
you get when you focus on appearance 
instead of experience.



User-centered design process



A way of 
thinking

A way of
life



Discovery phase
Talk to users to find and understand their 
needs. Learn who they are, how they 
work, what they like and dislike. Focus 
solely on the users’ needs, not on 
solutions.

Tools

● Empathy
● User interviews
● Diary studies
● Surveys
● Journey mapping
● User analytics

Output

● Personas
● User stories



Exploration phase
Look at the user problems from multiple 
angles. Try lots of ideas, especially crazy 
ones. Don’t settle on any solution too 
early. Build hypotheses and prototypes.

Tools

● Sketching
● Diagramming
● Competitive analysis
● Design reviews

Output

● Flows
● Wireframes
● Hi-fi comps
● Interactive prototypes



Conduct experiments with real users to 
confirm or reject your design hypotheses. 
Continue to watch for new, unseen issues!

Tools

● Usability study
● Wizard of Oz study
● Card sort study
● Expert (of usability) review
● A/B tests

Output

● Confirmed or rejected hypothesis
● New problems to address — either 

for design under test or system as a 
whole

Validation phase
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Take the verified designs and create real 
software from them. Apply good software 
practices and make something we can 
build upon. Get the software into users’ 
hands.

Tools

● Developers, developers, developers!
● Design systems

Output

● Production-grade software
● Happy users 



Lather, rinse, repeat

This process gives you 
ample chances to step 
back and reevaluate.

Even once you’ve 
reached the “end”, you 
can always go back to 
listening to your users.



“Case” study



nLighten 0.5

The only fully-developed concept in the UI was 
“Outliers”.

Customer presentations were created by gathering 
links to outliers and publishing them in a PPT with some 
explanatory copy.

Strategically, this sucked.



A new concept

“How can we engage the customer directly within the 
product?”

Explored the problem space and generated lots of new 
ideas.

Some became foundation of nLighten’s Cases concept.

Many never saw the light of day.



Building an experiment

Want to validate the concept (“Cases will help us 
communicate with customers”) and the prototype 
(a system for working with Cases).

Test goals

1. Navigating to “Cases”
2. Creating a new case
3. Adding a link to a third-party article
4. Uploading an attachment
5. Linking outliers
6. Publishing a case



Hypothesis confirmed!

Conducted user interviews with our existing SOC staff. 
The idea resonated well and the prototype worked.

“I like everything I’ve seen so far.”

– @pchalla

Task Failed Assisted Succeeded

Creating a case 0 1 2

Adding link to third-party 
article

0 0 3

Uploading an attachment 0 0 3

Linking outliers to case 0 1 2

Publishing a case 0 0 3 “Everything sent to a customer should be in a case.”

– @r0achster



Cases v1.0

Now validated, we built the Cases concept into nLighten 

v1.1.0. It became a central part of the UI and our service 

offering.

Everyone lived happily ever after.



A new challenger approaches!

After a few months, new feedback from sales, 

customers, and SOC staff starts coming in:

● Case presentation is messy and inconsistent

● Hard to standardize and surface common data

● No obvious way to integrate into workflow



Back to research

Hosted a Journey Mapping session with our SOC to 

understand what a typical SOC incident lifecycle looks 

like.

It revealed many opportunities we had to extend 

“Cases” in a way that made them more actionable to our 

customers.



Another experiment

Iterated on design significantly. Went through 3-4 

concept iterations before settling on a likely winner.



Expert approved!

Conducted user interviews with SOC and industry 

professionals.



Cases v2.0

Broke designs down into 61 JIRA tickets. Prioritized, 

scoped, and planned implementation sprints.

Case overhaul – v2.0

Janus evidence – v2.2

Remediation guidance – v3.1

Even now, Cases continue to evolve. In v3.2 we 

revamped the Overview to focus more on the entities 

involved.



Cases v.next?

“I want to understand more about the events that led up 

to this case.”

“I need more fine details in this case to cross-check 

against my own logging systems.”

“I want help communicating these findings with security 

management and executives.”



This is not a secretive process — it’s happening organically throughout Cybraics.

● @jticknor and @mike_c build analytics by observing our SOC’s process
● @amatteson and @aris are making tools to raise operational data to our 

customer ops team
● @ggross, @mrs.robinson, and @nhardy working and reworking and reworking 

our business processes to better suit the needs of our staff

But wait there’s more!



Designers often talk about “delighting” the user. It’s not just about pretty graphics 
and fancy animations.

It’s about solving the problems they have in ways they couldn’t imagine.

This is a core part of building an “innovative” product. You don’t set out to build 
one, it’s a label that comes after being used in the market.

This is where the magic happens ✨



Continue placing user needs at the center of our product design process. Features 
aren’t about “ticking a box”, they’re about solving a problem people are having.

Avoid immediately jumping to solutions. Spend time understanding the problems at 
hand and how they relate to one another. Explore alternatives before committing. 
Expect to throw ideas away.

Focus on building and validating hypotheses. Think about how you can cheaply 
validate concepts with users.

Acknowledge that you don’t get to opt out of “providing a UX.” Devote time and 
attention to this process. It will pay rewards.

How can we focus more on this?



Summary

User experience design is about putting your users at the center of your process 
and your product.

You don’t get to opt out of “providing a UX.” Users will evaluate you on this 
regardless of the time you invest.

Being deliberate about this process will lead to a more innovative, successful 
product.



Fin.
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